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Editorial
This special issue of Computational Geometry and Applications includes nine selected papers from
the applied track of the Sixteenth ACM Symposium on Computational Geometry. The symposium was
held at the Hong Kong University of Science and Technology in Hong Kong on June 12–14, 2000.
Starting with the Thirteenth Computational Geometry Symposium in 1997, the symposium program
has been split into a theory track and an applied track. This split was intended to promote research
on practical topics within computational geometry as well as to strengthen connections between
computational geometry and other disciplines. The papers selected for the special issue illustrate the
diverse topics considered within the applied track.
Three papers consider triangulations, which are fundamental both to computational geometry and to
meshing. In the paper, “Triangulations in CGAL”, Jean-Daniel Boissonnat, Olivier Devillers, Sylvain
Pion, Monique Teillaud, and Mariette Yvinec describe the implementation of triangulation algorithms
within CGAL. CGAL is a C++ library of computational geometry algorithms developed by a consortium
of eight European research teams. The CGAL library includes algorithms for two-dimensional lazy,
Delaunay, and regular triangulations, both with and without constraints (i.e., edges which must be
included in the triangulation), and corresponding algorithms for unconstrained triangulations in three
dimensions. Although many of these algorithms have been implemented before, the CGAL library
provides a unique combination of flexibility, efficiency, and reliability.
In the paper “Delaunay refinement algorithms for triangular mesh generation”, Jonathan Shewchuk
considers two-dimensional Delaunay refinement algorithms. Practical uses of two-dimensional triangular
meshes in interpolation and the finite element method require meshes that are both small (as few triangles
as possible) and well shaped (no triangle has a large or small angle). Delaunay refinement is a very
practical method that provably guarantees well-shaped, small meshes. Shewchuk provides an intuitive
framework for analyzing prior algorithms due to Chew and Ruppert. He also shows how to refine input
domains that contain small angles, minimizing the number of new triangles with small angles.
Hexahedral meshing partitions a three-dimensional domain, specified by its two-dimensional bound-
ary, so that each piece is topologically a cube (hexahedron). Hexahedral meshing is very important for
numerical applications, e.g., mechanics simulations. However, it is poorly understood, and many funda-
mental questions remain. A currently promising approach is to partition the boundary into an appropriate
quadrilateral mesh and then to extend the boundary mesh to a full hexahedral mesh of the interior. This
method is known to work in principle, but the quality of the generated hexes cannot be guaranteed. In
the paper “Quadrilateral surface meshes without self-intersecting dual cycles for hexahedral mesh gener-
ation”, Matthias Müller-Hannemann proposes a modification to the first step; in particular, he proposes
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a new method to mesh the boundary with a quadrilateral mesh without self-intersecting dual cycles. He
gives experimental examples where the new method results in hexahedral meshes of good quality.
Geometric algorithms are usually described assuming that predicates on geometric objects can
be evaluated exactly. With infinite-precision exact arithmetic, exact predicate evaluation is trivial.
Unfortunately, real computers do not provide infinite-precision arithmetic. Two papers address numerical
issues, which have become a central topic of applied computational geometry.
The implementation of two-dimensional predicates on points and lines is well understood, at least if all
objects can be represented with coordinates of short bit-length. However, the required bit-length grows
if new points and lines can be constructed by geometric operations on old points and lines. In the paper
“LOOK: A Lazy Object-Oriented Kernel design for geometric computation”, Stefan Funke and Kurt
Mehlhorn present the design of a kernel for planar computational geometry. The kernel provides exact
predicates on both primitive and constructed points and lines. The kernel uses floating-point filtering
to minimize the cost of the required arithmetic; it is the first kernel to do so at the level of geometric
constructions, rather than individual arithmetic operations.
The implementation of predicates on curved objects is not well understood, even for simple objects
such as circular arcs. Olivier Devillers, Alexandra Fronville, Bernard Mourrain, and Monique Teillaud
author the paper “Algebraic methods and arithmetic filtering for exact predicates on circle arcs”. They
use a resultant-based technique to obtain efficient implementations of predicates on circular arcs. The
technique is reasonably general, so it may extend to other more complex curved objects.
Ioannis Emiris considers a connection between computational geometry and computational algebraic
geometry in the paper “Enumerating a subset of the integer points inside a Minkowski sum”. A standard
problem in algebraic geometry is to approximate the roots of a system of polynomial equations. If the
polynomials are sparse, a critical bottleneck is the computation of the integer points lying within the
Minkowski sum of a set of convex polytopes. Emiris gives an algorithm based on branch-and-bound that
enumerates these integer points without explicitly constructing the Minkowski sum. He also reports on
the empirical behavior of the algorithm.
In 1980 Sibson discovered natural-neighbor interpolation, a simple scheme based on Voronoi diagrams
that interpolates a function defined at a finite set of sites to the entire convex hull of the sites. Sibson
was able to show that his interpolation was C0 continuous almost everywhere, and gave a variant
scheme that was C1 continuous almost everywhere. In the paper “Improving continuity of Voronoi-
based interpolation over Delaunay spheres”, Hisamoto Hiyoshi and Kokichi Sugihara extend Sibson’s
interpolation to guarantee Ck continuity almost everywhere, for any fixed k.
A popular current topic in computer graphics is the interpolation of a three-dimensional surface from a
collection of points sampled on the surface. This interpolation is a fundamental step in “three-dimensional
photocopying”, where the sample points on the original could be determined for example from a laser
scanner. In the paper “Smooth surface reconstruction via natural neighbour interpolation of distance
functions”, Jean-Daniel Boissonnat and Frédéric Cazals present an elegant and novel interpolation
algorithm, using natural neighbor interpolation. The method requires surface normals at each sample
point. It is able to reconstruct a smooth surface and is effective even if the surface is not sampled
uniformly.
Bin-packing is a classical problem in combinatorial optimization. Victor Milenkovic considers a
geometric variant of bin-packing in the paper “Densest translational lattice packing of non-convex
polygons”. Given a collection of k polygons, the goal is to find a non-overlapping packing of the k
polygons which can be replicated on a two-dimensional lattice, and of all such packings, find the one with
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minimal area. This problem arises in the apparel industry, where the polygons are pieces of clothing that
need to be cut out of sheets of fabric. Milenkovic solves the problem using a combination of geometric
algorithms and calls to a subroutine implementing linear and quadratic programming.
I would like to thanks the authors for their prompt submissions and the referees for their careful
attention to the manuscripts.
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